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Abs t rac t .  Working at system level is attracting increasing interest. New 
issues must be taken into account, such as validation and verification at 
all steps. This paper presents a system-level design methodology that 
supports verification. Starting from a description in a proper subset of 
VHDL, a Petri Net description is obtained and used for validation pur- 
poses and for building the corresponding automaton. An efficient BDD- 
based tool for Process Algebra manipulation supports formal equivalence 
proofs. Experimental results show that the approach is feasible also for 
real-size industrial cases. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

The boundaries of hardware description are rapidly migrating towards higher 
and higher levels of abstraction. Until not long ago, designers mainly worked at 
register-transfer level, whereas new activities are now emerging. Among the most 
relevant ones, we list specification description and validation, and system-level 
description and verification. 

A system's specification generally requires a description of its evolution along 
time in terms of actions and events it receives as inputs or produces as outputs, 
as they would be seen by an external observer that knows nothing about the 
inner structure or behavior. 

At this level, the system is seen as a single process, communicating with the 
outside world through "communication channels". A data type and a protocol 
are associated to each channel. Data types vary according to user needs: a non- 
exhaustive list includes bit-vectors, integers, events, enumerated data types, etc. 
Protocols may follow different paradigms, such as, for example, multi rendez- 
vous, call-return, send-and-forget, set-and-forget, etc. 

The behavior of the process can be described resorting to "prescriptive tech- 
niques", based on the definition of properties of the system or to "descriptive 
techniques", based on abstract models of the system [13]. 

Moving down one level toward more details, a partitioning of the tasks takes 
place and the system can be seen as several processes that concurrently evolve, 
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exchanging data and control on their communication channels. In a typical top- 
down design approach, in this early phase the hardware, firmware, or software 
implementation of components should still be an irrelevant choice, in order to 
allow an unconstrained exploration of alternatives, without over-limiting design- 
ers' freedom. Partitioning is iterated a number of times, until each process refers 
only to behaviors that  are assumed to be primitive. 

At this stage, implementation details should not bother the higher-level spec- 
ification. Communication channels could, for example, have different data  types 
or protocols, each being adequate to its level. In this case, suitable correspon- 
dences must be defined by the user to make two adjacent levels comparable. 
Projection and hidin# on both the data  types and the protocols seem to be a 
suitable choice. 

This design methodology is naturally depicted by an "abstraction tree", rep- 
resenting the relation among each process and its implementation. As in top- 
down design, the root is the system-level description, whereas the leaves refer 
to elementary behaviors, communicating with protocols that  are native for the 
adopted technology. 

The goal is not to provide yet another design methodology, rather to sup- 
port verification at all steps, defining a theoretical framework and providing 
some tools. Designing with constraints imposed by mechanized verification is a 
form of design for verifiability, where designer's freedom is limited by the design 
methodology in order to guarantee verifiability. 

The proof of functional correctness mainly consists in showing that  a speci- 
fication and one of its possible implementations are equivalent, given a suitable 
notion of equivalence, e.g., observational equivalence for Process Algebras [15], 
trace equivalence for FSMs [12], or testing equivalence [7]. The choice of the par- 
ticular definition depends on the degree one is allowed and interested in looking 
into the internal behavior of the processes to be proven equivalent. 

Properties are mainly related to the temporal behaviour and Temporal Logic 
[2] is a good formalism to express them. Symbolic Model Checking algorithms 
provide an efficient way to perform checks [1]. 

In a critical assessment of the formalisms proposed in the literature with 
respect to description and verification at system-level, Temporal Logic's appli- 
cabilRy is limited to properties, i.e., to partial specifications. Extensions to FSMs 
[10], [17] have as a major limit their inability to define a meaningful notion of 
equivalence and abstraction. In the case of programming languages such as C or 
ADA, the eventual link to hardware is not supported. VHDL [11], with its notion 
of processes and signals, can be a valid choice, especially as designers are familiar 
wi th  it, but it wasn't intended to support formal proofs, rather simulation. 

A system-level design and verification methodology requires a considerab|e 
effort to both provide a format acceptable to designers and support for formal 
proofs. The formal model for the internal representation are Process Al#ebras 
[14], [15], whereas the designer interface is based on VHDL. Process Algebras 
support in a uniform way description, validation, verification, with proof algo- 
rithms [3] that  can be efficiently implemented to deal with real-world systems 
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[5]. User input is translated from VHDL to Process Algebras with a two-stage 
process (Fig. 1), resorting to an intermediate Petri Net model. 

The VHDL description is translated in an annotated Predicate-Transition 
Petri Net, which is input to EVAL [8], an industrial verification tool able to 
animate,  check properties, compose and reduce Petri Nets. Nets are then trans- 
lated by EVAL to an equivalent Process Algebra form. A BDD-based tool is 
used to run formal proof algorithms on the Process Albegra description. System 
descriptions can thus be written in VHDL or directly as Petri Nets or Process 
Algebras. The verification methodology is open to other input formats, as long 
as a Process Algebra translation is possible. 
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Fig. 1. The flow of information 

Section 2 presents the design methodology, comprehensive of the descrip- 
tion and of the verification phases. As the communication model is crucial in 
system-level descriptions, it is dealt with in Section 3. Section 4 shows how Pro- 
cess Algebras can be interfaced to the system-level description and verification 
methodologies, serving as a lower-level, but efficient tool for formal proofs. Sec- 
tion 4 introduces an example and experimental results, whereas Section 5 draws 
some conclusions. 

2 T h e  D e s i g n  M e t h o d o l o g y  

A comprehensive design methodology should be able to guarantee the verifiability 
of each design step, from the initial system specification to the final implemen- 
tation. The approach we present here aims at this goal resorting to the specific 
set of tools described in the following Sections. As verification is driven by the 
available tools, it is necessary to restrict designers' freedom, so that a set of 
rules are obeyed that  guarantee the applicability of the tools themselves. Such 
restrictions are collected in a set of "Design for Verifiability" rules [16], [4], like 
what happened in the field of testing with "Design for Testability" [18]. 
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2.1 Definit ions 

"A system is a model of some portion of the real world that evolves along time, 
exchanging with the external environment information items, namely synchro- 
nizations and data". 

An implementation is a description of the system in terms of building blocks. 
Eventually, the building blocks become elementary for the environment, e.g., 
software procedures, programming language primitives, complex functional mod- 
els, cell libraries, etc. 

The model that is assumed for system evolution is that of discrete events 
occurring along time and whose effect is to change the internal state of the 
system and/or to trigger a communication with the environment. Explicit time 
references are not allowed: only a discrete branching structure of time is used, 
with a complete before/after ordering relation between events. 

2.2 Verif icat ion M e t h o d o l o g y  

The goal of verification is to establish the correctness of the implementation with 
respect to the specification, i.e., the existence of a relation between the two which 
takes into account those aspects which are considered of relevance. Depending 
on the form in which specification and implementation are described and on the 
detail one wants to extract from them, several possible relations are of interest. 
In particular, the tools presented in this work support the proof of the following 
relations: hi-simulations, property satisfaction (model checking), testing relations 
(equivalences and preorders). 

System complexity often prevents verification in one step, i.e., direct proof of 
the relation between specification and the implementation based on elementary 
building blocks. This problem must be solved by describing the design process, 
from the specification to the implementation, as a sequence of refinement steps. 
This effectively bridges the gap between the two by providing several interme- 
diate descriptions, such that verification is possible for each adjacent pair. 

The refinement steps of the design process start with a first formal specifi- 
cation of the entire system, from some informal description such as an idea, an 
English manuscript, a set of marketing requirements, etc. This must be validated, 
normally by means of test case simulation. Each following step lies between two 
formally specified descriptions, the specification and the implementation at that 
level, to emphasize that the latter is obtained by refining the former. Of course, 
the implementation at a level becomes the specification for the the next one, until 
the final implementation in terms of elementary building blocks is obtained. 

2.3 Descr ip t ion  M e t h o d o l o g y  

In order to guarantee the correct verification of the output of a design step, some 
constraints on the aforementioned model are imposed. 
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DFV rule # 1 

At each step the system must be described as a set of concurrent pro- 
cesses, which communicate among themselves and with the external en- 
vironment through communication ehar~nel8 (CCs). 

The goal of this rule is to enable verification tools to adopt the model that  is 
commonly used by Process Algebras, leading to enhancements in system parti- 
tioning and in the use of hierarchy. 

DFV rule # 

The output  of each design step, no mat ter  how it is obtained, must co- 
incide with one of the intermediate descriptions used for the verification 
purposes. 

The rationale behind this rule is the need to verify each design step. Additional 
descriptions, not needed if design were the only issue, can be introduced for 
verification purposes, only. For instance, if mixed-level verification is adopted, 
additional system descriptions must be provided, namely the ones in which a 
component is detailed while the rest of the system is at a higher level of abstrac- 
tion. 

The behavior of each component process can be described according to pre- 
scriptive or descriptive techniques. The former ones are related to properties 
the system should possess, the latter ones to its behavior in terms of abstract 
models. 

Properties are commonly used by designers as partial specifications that  cover 
limited aspects. Due to their nature, particular care must be taken in their selec- 
tion, trying to cover all or as many good and bad features as deemed necessary. 
They are usually expressed as assertions in some multi-level hardware description 
languages (HDL), such as VHDL [11] or in Temporal  Logic [2]. 

Descr@tive ~echniques require a formalism which, at each refinement step, 
musti 

- be expressive enough to catch any aspect considered relevant at that step; 
- support mechanized verification of these aspects; 
- be acceptable by designers and support links to major  CAE systems. 

A major problem is that  no formalism supports the three requirements: the 
description methodology must allow the adoption of the best satisfying formalism 
for each aspect. In order to consistently support different formalisms, it must 
be possible to translate a description in one formalism into a description in 
any of the other formalisms, preserving the relevant aspects of the former. As a 
consequence, once again restrictions must be imposed on the use of a formalism 
in the form of DFV rules, that  guarantee that  such translation is possible. 

As a starting point, the following formalisms have been considered: 

- VHDL [11], the industry-standard HDL; 
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- the EVAL [8] input description language, based on Predicate-Transition Petri 
Nets [9] annotated with Prolog predicates; 

- Process Algebras, used as the mathematical underlying model but not di- 
rectly accessible by designers. 

Briefly, DFV rules for different formalisms basically ensure the possibility of 
translating them, directly or through intermediate steps, in Process Algebra. For 
instance, VHDL support is accomplished by a multi-step translation process: 

1. the VHDL source of each process is translated to Petri Nets, annotated with 
state variable values; 

2. the Petri Net description is input to EVAL, which handles communications 
and hierarchy between different processes; 

3. EVAL is used to automatically generate an automaton (an agent in Process 
Algebra terms) for each process or group of processes, up to the automaton 
of the complete system; 

4. the (partial or complete) automaton description of the system is input to a 
BDD-based tool implementing Process Algebra operations and proof proce- 
dures. 

This allows us to combine the expressive power and the popularity of VHDL 
with the animation facilities of Petri Nets and EVAL and, finally, with the sup- 
port to formal verification provided by Process Algebras. 

3 T h e  C o m m u n i c a t i o n  M o d e l  

In modeling system behavior, it is assumed that any communication between 
processes is accomplished through communication channels. Each CC is possi- 
bly connected to several senders and several receivers, allowing different forms 
of m a n y - t o - m a n y  communications. There is no difference between an internal 
channel and a channel communicating with the environment, except for the pos- 
sibility of hiding internal CCs to abstract from unnecessary detail. 

Formally, a communication channel is defined by the 4-tuple 

C C  = { M S ,  CP ,  C R ,  D R }  

where: 

- M S  specifies the message set, i.e., the set of information messages that can 
be transmitted through the channels; 

- C P  specifies the protocol that the communication flowing through C C  obeys; 
- C R  specifies the composi t ion rule, i.e., the rule to be followed in composing 

messages provided by multiple transmitters; 
- D R  specifies the dispatching rule, i.e., the rule to be followed in dispatching 

the messages to potential receivers. 
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D F V  ru le  # 3  

The message set M S  of a communication channel C C  must be enumer- 
able and finite. 

The goal of this rule is to impose a constraint on the possible values flowing 
through channels in order to guarantee that  the composite system is still finite 
state. 

S y n c h r o n i z a t i o n  c h a n n e l s  are a special kind of channels not used for data  
transmission, but just for synchronization. The model smoothly handles this 
case by defining an appropriate message set M S  = {2_} for synchronization 
channels, where _1_ is a dummy value. 

In the general model for communication channels, some specific cases have 
been considered, in particular those C C  types that are often used by designers. 

Three alternative c o m p o s i t i o n  ru l e s  control the interaction of multiple senders 
over a single channel: 

- C R  = "a l l " :  all transmitters must be ready to transmit  for communication 
to happen. This models synchronization among transmitters; 

- C R  = " o n e " :  at most one transmit ter  at a time is granted access to the 
channel, thus implementing a sort of mutual  exclusion; 

- C R  -~ " s o m e " :  no restriction is imposed on the number of actual transmit- 
ters. 

In the case of multiple senders over a non-synchronization channel, actual data  
values must agree for the communication to occur. 

Symmetrically, three alternative d i s p a t c h i n g  ru l e s  are defined to control the 
set of receivers to which the incoming message is delivered: 

- D R  = "a l l " :  all receivers get a copy of the message; 
- D R  = " o n e " :  at most one receiver receives the message; 
- D R  = " s o m e " :  no restriction is imposed. 

Based on the analysis of the currently used communication models, four 
p r o t o c o l s  are introduced, modeling different physical interpretations for logical 
channels. There may be multiple transmitters or receivers, according to the afore- 
mentioned composition and dispatching rules: 

- C P  = " m u l t i  - r e n d e z  - v o u s "  : communication takes place when the sender 
is ready to send and the receiver is ready to receive. At that point, com- 
munication is accomplished simultaneously by all involved transmitters and 
receivers. This protocol is particularly useful when describing high-level syn- 
chronization structures disregarding their implementation. 

- C P  = " c a l l - a n d - r e t u r n " : t h e  sender transmits and "holds", awakening the 
receiver which is waiting for a message. Only when the receiver acknowledges 
the end of the task triggered by the message, the sender is allowed to resume 
its activity. This communication model strictly mimics calling conventions 
for software, with added support for concurrent subroutines (multiple re- 
ceivers) and shared computational resources (several senders). 
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- C P  = " s e n d - a n d - f o r g e t " :  the t ransmit ter  emits an event, i.e., a value that  
appears  for an instant on the bus. The event is read if the receiving side is 
ready to accept a message; otherwise, it is lost. This protocol easily models 
asynchronous, interrupt-driven designs, where receivers are edge-triggered 
devices. 

- C P  -~ "set  - a n d -  fo rge t " :  the t ransmit ter  writes a value on the channel. 
At any time, the receiver is allowed to read the most  recent value writ ten on 
it. This model is particularly suited for describing latched values, which are 
being polled by the receivers. 

4 P r o c e s s  A l g e b r a s  

The basic Process Algebra model is defined and it is shown how the richer system 
evolution model presented in the previous Sections can be mapped  onto it. 

4.1 D e f i n i t i o n s  

In Process Algebra, a system is defined as several processes interconnected by 
means special operators. Each process is allowed to evolve by exchanging actions 
with the external environment.  Moreover, a process may  evolve via an invisible 
or internal  action, identified by the symbol r .  

The evolution of a process is defined by a Labeled Transit ion Sy s t em  L T S  -- 
(S, A, R, so), where: 

- S is the set of states of the process, and so E S the init ial  state; 
- A is the set of ezternal  actions the process is allowed to exchange: this set is 

called the sort of the process and identifies the communicat ion ports available 
to the process itself; 

- R is the Transit ion Relation, R C_ S • 2 A • S, which characterizes the 
evolution of the system from a state to another  state by means of a transit ion 
labeled by a set of external actions. Evolution by internal actions T is modeled 
by the empty  set. 

Operators  are defined that  build composite processes s tar t ing f rom simpler 
ones. Each operator  is given an operational semantics interpreted on LTSs, defin- 
ing the structure of the resulting LTS star t ing from the component  ones. The 
Process Algebra adopted for this work is a variant of Circal [14], consisting of op- 
erators for action prefixing, internal  choice, ez ternal  choice, parallel composition, 
hiding, and relabeling. 

The form of communicat ion allowed between processes is defined by the par- 
allel composit ion operator: whenever two processes are composed in parallel, 
their common communicat ion ports (those appearing in both sorts) are con- 
nected. The channel type is forced to be a synchronization one, with a strict 
mult i -rendez-vous  protocol, where composit ion and dispatching rules are of type 
"all".  
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The next two subsections explain how the complex communication model 
described in the previous section may be implemented with the rather prim- 
itive Process Algebra communication paradigm. The possibility of linking the 
two representations justifies the adoption of the high level communication chan- 
nel model in formal descriptions, as their semantic is implicitly defined by the 
translation rules. 

4.2 V a l u e - p a s s l n g  

The mapping of a valued CC with a message set M S  to Process Algebra chan- 
nels is based on enumerating the possible values. Care must be taken to avoid 
unnecessary channels: the possibility of specifying contemporary actions will be 
used to exponentially reduce the number of needed channels. 

A CC with a given M S  r {A_} will be implemented as a strobe channel and 
[log2(IMS[)] data  channels, with a n  associated binary encoding for the possible 
values taken from MS. 

Communication over this channel is defined by the following rules: 

1. when no communication occurs, no event is allowed on the strobe channel, 
but no constraints are imposed on data ones; 

2. when a value is transmitted,  an event is generated on the strobe channel and 
concurrent events are generated on the data  channels corresponding to the 
ones in the binary encoding of the intended value. 

This encoding algorithm for valued communication channels has the desired 
property of denying synchronization between messages carrying different values. 
Moreover, as the strobe channel is unique, the set of data  channels is forced to 
act synchronously, supporting the notion that  they are all part  of a single CC. 

4.3 P r o t o c o l s ,  C o m p o s i t i o n  a n d  D i s p a t c h i n g  Ru le s  

In order to model complex protocols resorting to the native multi-rendez-vous 
protocol for Process Algebras, special protocol handler processes are added be- 
tween transmitters and receivers, constraining communication to obey the de- 
sired protocol. 

Handling of composition and dispatching rules is quite easy since it consists 
in listing the allowed communication combinations and placing, by means of 
the parallel composition operator, the constraining process between the com- 
municating ones. In order to increase modularity, this process is built by the 
composition of several simpler ones, each one connected to a potential sender or 
receiver (Fig. 2). 

Each process is responsible for a local choice according to the desired rule and 
the parallel composition operator is used to extract a global behavior consistent 
with all the possible local choices. 

It is important  to notice that,  despite the daisy chain connection of han- 
dlers, no priority is imposed to the processes: all possibilities are taken into 
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Fig. 2. Placing protocol handlers 

account and, when more than one is possible, a nondeterministic choice is taken. 
Moreover, this mechanism adds no complexity to the system since the handler 
processes are purely combinational ones, having only one state. No sequential 
behavior overhead is imposed on the system for modeling purposes. 

As an example, protocol handlers for different composition rules for multi- 
rendez-vous protocols are detailed as follows, where the daisy-chain inputs and 
outputs are i and o, respectively and the communication channel with the actual 
process is ~: 

- " a l l " :  P = ( i  o z)P; 
- "8ome": P = (i o ~)P + (o ~,)P + (i o)P; 
- "one":  P = (i  o ) P  + (o ~)P; 

Besides the composition and dispatching rules, the protocol is handled by a 
separate process, modeling the temporal constraints between transmission and 
reception, and, when applicable, the memory possessed by the channel. 

5 E x p e r i m e n t a l  r e s u l t s  

The system implementing the translation and verification task is composed by a 
VHDL to Petri Net translator, by the EVAL software and by a BDD-based formal 
verification tool for Process Algebras [5]. The VHDL translator is currently being 
implemented, the home-made software amounts to about 15,000 lines of C code 
and runs on a Sun 4/75 SparcStation2 with 32 Mbytes. 

Experimental data concern an improved version of the example of [6], i.e., 
computers willing to exchange information items over a shared bus with a sim- 
ple communication protocol. A VHDL description of the system was manually 
translated to Petri Nets. EVAL was then used to generate a Labelled Transition 
System, which was processed by the symbolic proof algorithms. 
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In Tab. 1 columns 2 and 3 report the number of states and transitions of the 
systems. Column 4 shows the CPU time needed to check for equivalence with 
the higher level specification. 

' C P U  

Ibus,2 66 2771 a8.2 I 
bus-3 [13441 1 420.8 24 3 7 1  

Table 1. Experimental data 

Proofs of typical temporal  properties of the bus, such as: 

- s a f e ~ y  ("bad things will never occur"), e.g., no message will be delivered to 
the wrong receiver; 

- l i v e n e s s  ("good things will occur in the future"),  e.g., all requests to send 
will eventually be served 

are performed in a mat ter  of minutes. A bug was found, as the protocol wasn't 
deadlock-free. 

6 Conc lus ions  

Working at system-level is at tracting increasing interest from both the indus- 
trial and the academic world. New issues must be taken into account, such as 
validation and verification at all steps. 

The main contribution of this paper is a comprehensive system-level design 
methodology that  supports at each step formal verification of correctness. 

In order to make designers use a formal tool without the need for a profound 
reconversion, a subset of VHDL has been chosen as the input description formal- 
ism. This also allows a link to existing CAE frameworks. A Petri Net description 
is automatically extracted and the EVAL package is used to validate it and to 
produce automatically the corresponding automaton.  This is the semantic struc- 
ture used by a Process Algebra manipulation tool to perform various kinds of 
proofs, based on different notions of equivalence. The tool is efficient, as it is 
based on BDDs and symbolic traversal techniques. 

Future work will consist in the mechanization of the translation from VHDL 
to Petri Nets and on providing data  on industrial examples. 
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